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,Hello

.as many friends may have heard about the security bug in the openssl service
This bug is inside the Heartbleed module of the openssl package, which is why this bug is named
.Heartbleed, which you can see in the openssl site

Code cve mitro Bug CVE-2014-0160
https: / /www.openssl.org/news/secadv_20140407.txt
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Classification

View
Each attack reveals 64KB of packets passing through the Transport Layer Security V1 protocol
communications and stored in memory. If this operation is repeated, information from This includes the
username and password of the server or the password of the administrators or the information of the users
.or any other useful information such as cookies
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You can use the following portal to test whether your site is also vulnerable
http://filippo.io/Heartbleed

Cloud Tags

To patch this bug you can update your openssl to 1.0.2-beta2 or if you want to use the same old versions

shell
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sheller
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Team Hack
Proof link
Shahin Najafi was hacked

you have to compile the package again from the source without the Heartbleed module to Prevent bleeding
.from your heart
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.Use the -DOPENSSL_NO_HEARTBEATS switch to compile openssl without Heartbleed

hack

BOTNET

Operating systems that are at risk and have this bug
:PHP code

y (stable), OpenSSL 1.0.1e-2+deb7u4
4 LTS, OpenSSL 1.0.1-4ubuntu5.11
OpenSSL 1.0.1e-15
enSSL 1.0.1e-4
  
OpenSSL 1.0.1c 10 May 2012) and 5.4 (OpenSSL 1.0.1c 10 May 2012)
  
- OpenSSL 1.0.1e 11 Feb 2013
  
  
Many famous foreign   
sites such as alexa, yahoo, stackoverflow, etc. have this bug that they have already
.patched
In addition to the mentioned foreign sites, many Iranian sites also had this bug, including our country's
.banks and many important Iranian organizations and sites, or even many Iranian security teams
However, we tried to report to webmasters as much as we could, but many of them still have this
.dangerous bug

Vulnerability and exploitation link
python
/http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/32764
http://www.1337day.com/exploit/22118

ruby for metasploit
https://github.com/rapid7/metasploit. .._ heartbleed.rb

Good luck
or Ali CVE-2014-0160

resources http://heartbleed.com

https://blog.torproject.org/blog/ope...-cve-2014-0160
/http://www.ubuntu.com/usn/usn-2165-1
http://blog.cloudflare.com/ staying-a ... ulnerabilities
https://rhn.redhat.com/errata/RHSA-2014-0376.html
http://lists.centos.org/pipermail/ce...il/020249.html
__________________
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- :- Microsoft.com.mk site hacked - :in the name of God

Sites Microsoft.com.mk and WindowsXP.com.mk by security teams Iranian Dark Coders Team was
.hacked

Given Microsoft's covert activities against the Islamic Republic of Iran, as well as Microsoft's assistance to
the creators of the dangerous Stuxnet virus, written by the US government and several other countries to
sabotage Iran's nuclear power plants, we decided that this type Reveal Microsoft's secrets and declare that
Microsoft is at the service of US and Israeli spy agencies and is secretly spying on users and countries that
.use Microsoft products

:Proof link
:PHP code

http://zone-hc.com/archive/mirror/2b42e5a_microsoft.com.mk_mirror_.html
http://zone-hc.com/archive/mirror/30bafaa_microsoft.com.mk_mirror_.html
htt

//

lj

h

/ i

h ?id 66303  

Note: In this attack, the entire server was hacked and all important websites of this server were hacked
.and defused

:The important site www.windowsxp.com.mk was hacked. Proof link

:PHP code

http://zone-hc.com/archive/mirror/bbcdae0_windowsxp.com.mk_mirror_.html
http://zone-hc.com/archive/mirror/f376a55_windowsxp.com.mk_mirror_.html
http://mirror-ma.com/mirror/id/355698
http://mirror-ma.com/mirror/id/355699

  

Thanks to the Iranian Dark Coders Team
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The anti-Shiite site kulalsalafiyeen was hacked by the
team
In the name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful, an

.anti-Shiite site that mocks and insults Shiite beliefs was hacked by the team

The entire database was destroyed in the attack. If they do not have a backup, they will not be
.able to restore the site with the same information

We could not register in zone-h because someone registered the error page of this site in
zone-h

Proof links
/http://mirror-ma.com/mirror/id/418060
http: //www.aljyyosh .org / mirror.php? id = 72488
http://hack-db.com/708429.html
/http://add-attack.com/mirror/305282/...alafiyeen.com
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http: // www. hack-cn.com/snapshot.php?p=115838

Good luck
or Ali
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The Microsoft MSN site was hacked by the Iranian
.Dark Coders Team security team
in the name of God
. The Microsoft MSN site was hacked by the Iranian Dark Coders Team security team

Given the covert activities of Microsoft against the holy order of the Islamic Republic of Iran
and helping the creators of

the dangerous Stuxnet virus,

which was written by the US

,government and several other countries to sabotage Iran's nuclear power plants

why despite the hundreds of nuclear warheads in US and Israel Does the company not spread
any virus between the organizations of those countries? Does it even provide them with the
?latest security patches

So we decided to expose this kind of Microsoft secrecy and declare that Microsoft is at the
service of US and Israeli spy agencies and is secretly spying on users and countries that use
.Microsoft products and the interests of the country. Endangers the right of that country

:Proof link

:Proof link

http://www.zone-h.org/mirror/id/19815641

http://append-hc.com/mirror/id/115922

| :The zone-h site deleted about 300 sites that were onhold, one of which was the same tag

Thanks to the Iranian Dark Coders Team
__________________
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The site of Jewish Life Television was hacked by the
IDC team
Greetings to Muhammad and the family of Muhammad (PBUH), the

site of one of the Zionist TV channels, along with two job search sites of this network, was
.hacked by the team

. This network is called Jewish Life Television

.This site addresses jewishlifetv.com and jltv.tv is

History of this network in Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_Life_Television

Jewish Life Television network proof link

http://www.zone-h.org/mirror/id/19681112
http: //www.zone- h.org/mirror/id/19681117

Proof link of Idomeneo Enterprises and Jewish Life Foundation

http://www.zone-h.org/mirror/id/19681147
http://www.zone-h.org/mirror/id / 19681144

.Good luck
Or Ali
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Down yahoo
Hi

Yahoo site with answers.yahoo.com at Wed Nov 14 2012 11:30:01 GMT-0800 was attacked and made unavailable
.by the IDC team

.The reason for this attack was only to show security weakness and nothing else
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:Link to prove this attack

http://host-tracker.com/check_res_ajx/11588656-0

Thanks
or Ali
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Learn more about September 11th
.Well, I haven't posted in a while

.In this post, I will say a series of articles about 9/11

http://mrsco.mihanblog.com/[9/22/2020 12:29:23 PM]
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SEPTEMBER 11

?Was it a plan to destroy Islam? Or an attack

?Was it dropped by bombs inside the building ? Or when the plane hits the building

?Was this a pre-planned plan

If you want to know the answers to the questions, read on

Read more
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Project to hack 313 Israeli sites by the team on the
occasion of Quds Day
In the name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

Al-Quds, the first qibla and second shrine of the world's Muslims, is the main land and homeland of millions
of displaced Palestinian Muslims, whose global arrogance by criminal Zionism liberated the land from its
.inhabitants in 1948 and placed it under the control of the occupying forces
From the very first years of its implementation, this conspiracy met with resistance from the Muslim people
of Palestine and protests from Muslims and free and awake people in the heart of the world, and manifested
itself in the form of persistent political-military struggles. The Muslim nation of Iran, after the victory of the
glorious Islamic Revolution, has made the issue of liberating Palestine from the clutches of the usurpers of
.Al-Quds a priority and has turned Al-Quds Day into a day of shouting at the oppressors of history
After the victory of the Revolution, Imam Khomeini, at the first opportunity to designate a day to show
global sensitivity to the fate of Quds and save it from the clutches of criminal Zionists, designated it as "Quds
Day" and a message on this occasion on August 7, 1979 in The thirteenth day of the holy month of Ramadan
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.in 1399 AH was addressed to the Muslims of the world
However, we have a few students who are firmly committed to their religious beliefs as part of the
Iranian_Dark_Coders_Team team . Israel and we declare that this will not be the last cyber attack of our
team on Zionist servers and these attacks will continue consecutively and we will ensure that Zionism will
.have no security anywhere, not even cyberspace
Hope for the liberation of the land of Palestine as soon as possible
Page posted on hacked Israeli sites

News coverage

9ktenews

Read more
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Erotic site hacked by IDC team
Erotic site was attacked for disrespecting the pure beliefs of Shiites and promoting pornographic
.videos and photos

The attack was carried out by the Iranian Dark Coders Team at www.idc-team.net
:Proof link
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http://zone-h.in/defacements/?id=4484
http://www.by-h.org/wiev_mirr0r/?id=78546
http://www.aljyyosh.org/mirror.php?id=22604
http://zone-hc.com/archive/mirror/4f67c20_chat.shahvani.com_mirror_.html
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Cyber attack on erotic site
.Erotic site was attacked for disrespecting the pure beliefs of Shiites and promoting pornographic videos and photos

.This attack. The attack was a denial of the DDOS service. This site has been unavailable

The attack was carried out by the Iranian Dark Coders Team at www.idc-team.net under the pseudonym MRSCO and
.Bl4Ck 3vil

:Until this moment, this site is Dan and has not been uploaded . Proof link

http://host-tracker.com/check_res_ajx/10709225-0

Thanks

to
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Bypass the lfi bug and read the shadow with php: //
filter
,Hello

.I am coming to this tutorial with php: // filter and reading shadow

.The training is very simple and complete

.It was a question, ask in the comments

Thanks MRSCO

http://mrsco.persiangig.com/bypass%20read%20shadow%20in%20lfi.rar
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Button on Android
A news came to me a few days ago that I got a botnet on Android

and I got a statistic. Yes, I wrote: Russian hackers write that its bots continue to work like a useful software inside
.... your phone. Until a TASK is set for it and an attack takes place
.It is more interesting that these malicious software are also available in the Android Market

.These bots send their own intelligent species through the communication channels of your phone

)Comments ( 0
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The site sh3ller.org started
Hi, I started

.a site called SH3LLER.ORG, which has a complete archive of shells to make your work in bugs easier

.Coming soon: Archive all the local routes and tools needed by hackers online

Website: SH3LLER.ORG
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Shahin Najafi's site was hacked
.The official website of Shahin Najafi supporters was hacked due to disrespect for the pure Shiites

http://up.chakme.ir/images/mq3ftwi8c1dol978v.jpg

:The message that the hacker wrote on the fan site is as follows
Hello, what did you think? I come to anyone who questions the beliefs of any religion. And Islam is the most perfect
.religion in the world. And your little mind can not oppose the commands of creation

Site address: http://www.shahinajafi.com

:Link Proof
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It is not proper for a believer to address people with
.such titles
After seeing the Supreme Leader's opinion on the use of "bastard" as follows, this article was edited and an apostate
.was used instead of bastard. Be satisfied by the Almighty
Question: "Greetings and greetings to the service of the Supreme Leader, Grand Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Hosseini
,Khamenei
.is a moral question that is asked of your enlightened presence
There are people in cyberspace who insult the 14 pure holy lights of the Shiites (PBUH) without fear of being
.completely identified. An insult that hears if it hears a stone and melts
But some friends call these people "bastards". Can you tell me if such a thing is right? What is the situation with the
?"adjective "forbidden food
May God raise the blessed shadow of the Supreme Leader under the grace and ability of His Holiness and make the
” .heart of the Imam of the Age (as) pleased and satisfied with you
.Answer: It is not proper for a believer to address people with such titles
. For the religion of this referendum , click here on the Agha website and set the tracking code to 343f32092845c0dd
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